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This paper provides a summary of lessons learned from experiences on the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 
Project in implementation of quality assurance controls surrounding inputs for performance assessment analysis. 
Since the performance assessment (PA) process is inherent in compliance determination for any waste repository, 
these lessons-learned are intended to be usefbl to investigators, analysts, and Quality Assurance (QA) practitioners 
working on high-level waste disposal projects. 

On the WlPP Project, PA analyses for regulatory-compliance determination utilized several inter-related computer 
programs (“codes”) that mathematically modeled phenomena such as radionuclide release, retardation, and transport. 
The input information for those codes are the “parameters” that are the subject of this paper. Parameters were 
maintained in a computer database, which was then queried electronically by the PA codes whenever input was 
needed as the analyses were run. 

For purposes of appropriately grading the controls applied to parameters, the parameters were categorized, based 
upon the sources of the information used to develop the parameter. For example, parameters developed from 
laboratory or field data pertaining specifically to the site were one particular category, and parameters that 
represented precisely-known, tabulated, physical constants were another category. There were six categories 
altogether; the QA controls applied to the processes of developing, modifying, and approving parameters and of 
entering them into the PA parameter database varied among the categories. 

A simplified description of the process that led to entry of a parameter in the database is as follows: A PA analyst 
who needed some particular input information for purposes of a PA calculation requested the “Parameter Task 
Leader” (PTL) to establish a parameter in the database. The PTL responded by formulating a parameter (i.e., a 
mathematical distribution with specific statistics) based on the data available. That data may have been provided by 
the requesterhalyst, may have come from the’results of a scientific investigation, or may have come from some 
other source, such as a literature review. The PTL would then obtain the concurrence of the PA analyst who 
intended to use the parameter (and, for parameters developed from site-specific data, the Principal Investigator (PI) 
for the scientific investigation that produced the data). That concurrence focused on whether the mathematical 
expression and its specific statistical values adequately and correctly represent the data, and whether the parameter 
would be usable in the PA analysis. Following that, the new parameter was entered into the PA database, with an 
independent verification that the parameter values were correctly transcribed. 

Positive lessons-learned include: TER 
Aside fiom having individuals with the appropriate technical expertise assigned in the key fimctions of PTL and PA 

Database Administrator, the most constructive aspect of the process was that of obtaining concurrence about the 
parameter fiom the PA analyst and, when appropriate, the PI. This assured that the parameter, as developed, 
would both meet the analyst’s needs and accurately represent the scientific data. 

mechanism to ensure that information in the parameters database was correct at the last point in the process 
The independent check of the correctness of the entry of the parameter into the database was a simple, easy 
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where humans dealt with it. 

Aspects of the parameters process which we are now improving, and which others may wish to avoid, include: 

For the WIPP compliance-determination PA, the QA controls in place for parameters addressed development of 
parameters and modification of existing parameters. We found that it would have been more advantageous to 
have put in place mechanisms that addressed the evolution of the whole set of parameters used in the 
compliance-determination analysis, to ensure that they all were equivalently well developed, justified, and 
documented. The WIPP performance assessment process proceeded in a series of PA iterations. The QA 
controls applied to the parameter process were formally implemented previous to the final PA analysis iteration, 
the analysis for compliance determination. At that time, the parameter database already existed, populated with 
parameters used in earlier PA iterations, termed “legacy” parameters. Because those parameters already existed 
in the database, we chose to exempt them from the newly-QA-controlled parameter development process. 
(Those legacy parameters were subjected to independent technical review during the WIPP Project review of the 
Compliance Application.) While that seemed logical and efficient at the time, the result was considerable rework 
in order to meet our customer’s and regulator’s expectations concerning consistency in PA input source 
documentation. A seemingly less efficient, but ultimately more effective, approach would have been for our 
parameter controls to have been broader in scope, addressing dl parameters, “legacy” and otherwise, applying 
consistent QA and documentation requirements from the beginning of the final PA iteration. 

documentation and generation of duplicate documentation. Recording parameter values and processing them in 
electronic form offers less opportunity for such errors, and could speed and simplifi the process. 

Assessments conducted after parameter development was largely completed indicated that consistency of parameter 
documentation and clear linkage between parameters and their supporting technical documentation would have 
been improved had a QA verification of parameter documentation been done for each parameter prior to 
database entry (i.e., QA involvement during, rather than after, the process). 

Categorization of parameters proved to be of less value than expected. For the purposes of QA grading, the 
parameter process actually required only two groups of active parameters, not six - those parameters that 
involved a scientific investigation PI and those that did not. The larger number of categories, plus the concept of 
“legacy” parameters, introduced unneeded complexity into parameter control, which produced inconsistency in 
how they were processed. Distinctions between categories were, simultaneously, accorded more s imcance 
than they deserved by some and not clearly understood by other involved persons, leading to cofision and , 
ultimately, rework. While this was primarily a training and procedure-adherence phenomenon, either a simpler 
categorization scheme or no categorization would have precluded difficulties with parameter control and 
documentation. Improvements to address this situation include simplification of the governing QA procedure, 
more definitive training, and abandonment of the “legacy” parameter concept. 

The parameter development process utilized paper documentation, which provided opportunities for loss of 

Performance assessment analysis is central to determination of regulatory compliance for proposed waste 
repositories, and the quality of the input to those analyses is critical to the credibility and defensibility of their results. 
For regulators, it is additionally important that the sources of those inputs be readily traceable and their rationale be 
well-developed. Application of the lessons learned in the PA parameter control process for WIPP can help assure the 
quality of compliance determination analyses for hture waste repository efforts. 
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